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Lexden Garden of Rest and Columbarium

History of the Garden
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Earthen Burial
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set aside for earth burial
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and the plot can be
marked with a granite or
nabresina tablet.
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Rose Trees

Standard rose trees can
be purchased, and are

Earthen burial
In the Garden is an area set aside for earth burial of cremated remains, and the plot
can be marked with a granite or nabresina tablet.

Border vases
Black granite border vases with gold lettering available as single or double, each with
a shared rose bush.

Rose trees
Standard rose trees can be purchased, and are planted as a border on two sides of the
garden. Cremated remains can be buried in the lawn in front of the chosen tree, and
a plaque placed at the foot of the tree.

Earthen vaults
The vaults are constructed of pre-cast concrete, into which two caskets can be placed.
They are then let into the ground, with a granite plaque placed at ground level. The
plaque has space for two simple inscriptions.
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Contact us
If you would like further information or guidance in helping you make the right decision,
please telephone us to discuss options, or make an appointment for a personal
consultation.

We are here to help
Hunnaball of Colchester
01206 760049
Hunnaball of Ipswich - Norwich Road
01473 748808
Hunnaball of Ipswich - Spring Road
01473 717464
Hunnaball of Chelmsford
01245 290909
Hunnaball of Witham
01376 511592
Hunnaball of Sudbury
01787 313303
J.K. May of West Mersea
01206 382235
Geo. Paskell of Manningtree
01206 396709
Janet C. Davies of Braintree
01376 339300
Janet C. Davies of Kelvedon
01376 573691
Hunnaball Memorials
01206 794747

